


1.) A common problem for all Luzerne County residents is outside (community or feral) cats. 
Every year the SPCA of Luzerne County takes in more than a 1000 outside cats that can 
be safely released back into the community and live healthy lives with the proper 
community support. We have tried for decades to remove cats from an area, only to have 
more cats move in. These new cats then breed and become over populated within a year. 
If our area goes all in on a trap-neuter-release program, the outside cat population in our 
county will remain at a level that is much easier to cohabitate with and maintain. TNR cat 
colonies will self-regulate how many cats are in the area in two ways:  

a.  Since all cats are spayed and neutered, they cannot reproduce.  
b. The cats within the colony will chase other cats out of their territory.   

This grant will upgrade all our equipment, so our community can go all in on getting the 
outside cat population under control. We understand not everyone wants cats on their 
property and like we said the community must be all in on this program, so they need a 
solution too. This grant will also give options to those who want to deter cats from 
coming onto their property with different types of repellants. 

2.) This grant will benefit anyone in Luzerne County that has an overpopulation of cats in 
their area. This is a situation that is not localized to one area, because we have seen in the 
cities, smaller towns, and in rural farming areas. This grant also helps with both sides of 
the community. For those who want to capture and begin a TNR colony in their area we 
have the new traps and cages, and for those who want to discourage these outside cats 
from coming onto their property we have different repellants and tactics they can use to 
keep the cats away. Like we said this is a community problem that requires the 
community to go all in. With this grant we can step up our game to include everyone and 
every cat. 
 

3.) This money will be used to purchase different size and style cat traps like the “Tru Catch 
Traps”, “Fat Cat Tru Catch Traps”, Drop traps, and more. We will also purchase different 
types of repellants and motion activated devices that will deter cats from coming onto 
someone’s property or into their flower gardens. This grant has a solution for everyone in 
our community to live peacefully with the outside cats in our area. 
 

  



4.) Our total project cost is approximately $11,410 and with a grant of $5,000 from the 
Luzerne Foundation can help us fund this updated TNR program so we can be all in and 
get a jumpstart on the outdoor cat situation.  

Total 
Quantity 
for the 
project Description Price/Item Total Cost 

Quantity 
Purchased 
through 
Grant 

Cost Covered 
by Grant 

30 Tru Catch Traps  $    95.00   $    2,850.00  15  $   1,425.00  
10 Fat Cat Tru Catch Traps  $    90.00   $        900.00  5  $       450.00  
2 Tomahawk Collapsible TH DT  $  120.00   $        240.00  2  $       240.00  
2 Tomahawk Transfer Cages  $    64.00   $        128.00  2  $       128.00  
3 Humane Nets  $    64.00   $        192.00  2  $       128.00  

100 
Critter Ridder Motion Activated 
animal repellent and sprinkler  $    41.00   $    4,100.00  30  $   1,230.00  

50 
Safer Brand Critter Ridder 
animal repellent granules  $    20.00   $    1,000.00  50  $   1,000.00  

10 

DBZON Ultrasonic solar 
powered outdoor cat repellent 
(6 pack)  $  200.00   $    2,000.00  2  $       400.00  

  Project Cost  $11,410.00 

 Requested Grant Amount  $5,000.00  
 Committed Funding $750.00 

 Project Cost covered by future funding  $5,660.00  
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